APARTMANI LACMAN
HOUSE RULES
Welcome to our house!
We would like to acquaint you with the house rules of our house to make your stay as pleasant as possible. For all
information please contact the tourist agency reception.
1.) Accommodation in the apartment is charged commencing at 12:00 of one day until 09:00 of the
following day. If your apartment is not vacated by 09:00, one more day’s accommodation will be charged.
2.) If the guest doesn’t leave the apartment after arranged time the tourist agency has right to: stop giving
him services or charge from the guest, in that way prolonged services, triple price than agreed.
3.) The apartment price includes: water using, electric power, cooking energy, changing sheets in rooms
and towels in bathrooms, caring away the garbage.
4.) The price for the use of an apartment for the whole agreed time is charged before starting to use the
apartment.
5.) If the guest leaves the apartment before agreed contract time, tourist agency keeps the whole charged
price.
6.) In the moment of giving the apartment to the guest on use, the guest signs the inventor list. It is
considered that the guest aggrades with the list if in the moment of signing it he doesn’t have any
remarks.
7.) The guest can use radios, TV-s, tape recorders etc. In condition not to disturb peace and order the rest
of the guests. If the above mentioned devices are used in a way so that they are disturbing the other
guests, the owner can probate its use.
8.) The guest is not allowed to bring any animals into the apartment, unless it is agreed or allowed with
the house rules. If the guest and the owner have agreed that the animal can be taken into the apartment,
it can be kept only in rooms allowed by the owner. The tourist agency has wright to charge an extra
charge for holding pets. The guest is responsible for any damage the animal could cause the owner or
the other guests in the house.
9.) The guest is not allowed to bring any inflammable and explosive materials or materials with a strong
smell into the apartment.
10.) It is specially not allowed to:
- carry some furnisher into the apartment, or to make any changes on the furnisher without written
permission from the owner,
- accommodate into the apartment larger number of persons than the capacity of the apartment allows,
- give tourist services in accommodation or to use it in other services different than the one agreed
in the contract,
- do in the apartment any activity that is in a conflict with the norms of commune life, moral, decency
and public order,
- use without written permission from the owner the devices that increase the gusts of electricity, water or
fuel,
- close the animal in the apartment and to leave her unsupervised,
- feed abandoned animals (dogs, cats…) near the apartment,
- listen the music loudly after 22 h that disturbs night rest time,
- have visits in the apartment without owner’s knowledge,
- have stay over nights visits from other tourists that are not registered as apartment guests,
- bring out towels and rest inventor from the apartment on the beach and similar.
Anyone breaking house rules will be asked to leave the apartment IMMEDIATELY. If the guests do not settle their
account or pay for damaged apartment property, the owner of the house will keep their belongings until the account
is paid in full.
If You have any wishes, compliments, remarks or complains, please contact the tourist agency reception.

WE WISH YOU A PLEASNT STAY!
APARTMANI LACMAN

